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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are valid about configuring Pega Web Mashups? (Choose Three) 

A. Customize the display size of your mashup through the data-page-resizetype attribute. 

B. Keep the original names of default actions in mashup code to prevent security risks. 

C. Add a list of trusted domains in your applications that you want to use the mashup in. 

D. Use the integration wizard to generate mashup code for use in external systems. 

E. Only create one DIV element in the hosting web page per Pega gadget. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are tasked with configuring the Get Next Work functionality for an application. The requirement states that the
workbaskets a user is associated with must be checked first, and all eligible assignments must be consolidated into a
single list before being filtered and sorted. Which two of the following options do you select on an Operator ID record to
configure the Get Next Work functionality to meet this requirement? (Choose Two) 

A. Merge workbaskets 

B. Get from workbaskets first 

C. Operator is available to receive work 

D. This is an unattended operator 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A duplicate case search contains two weighted conditions in which a property value in the current case is compared to
the same property value in the existing case. After processing multiple cases that have two matching data values,
duplicate case search does not identify any duplicates. 

What two approaches do you take to diagnose the cause? (Choose two.) 

A. Verify that there are no more than 4 maximum weighted conditions being tested. 

B. Verify that the total weights of the matching conditions match or exceed the threshold. 

C. Verify that each of the basic conditions are satisfied. 
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D. Verify that the case type is instantiated as a temporary case so the case can be cancelled. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: http://myknowpega.com/2018/02/19/duplicate-search-case/ 

 

QUESTION 4

You are asked to create a custom status named Open-Review. This status to be applied to assignments in one
application. 

How do you satisfy the request? 

A. Add the Open-Review status to the Application record for the application. 

B. Create a Field Value record name Open-Review for .pyStatusWork and configure an Access When record to apply
the status to the request. 

C. Circumstance the existing Open Field Value record on the application name and update the status value to Open-
Review. 

D. Create a Field Value record named Open-Review for .pyStatusWork with the Apply To class set the class group. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two design configurations limit the need for horizontal scrolling when an application is used on a mobile device?
(Choose two.) 

A. Hide noncritical columns. 

B. Use grid layouts rather than repeating dynamic layouts to display tabular data. 

C. Configure UI controls to use native controls on mobile devices. 

D. Set the width for layouts in percentages. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/support/support-articles/horizontal-scroll-bars- mobile-devices 
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